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This Quick Start deployment guide was created by Amazon Web Services (AWS) in
partnership with IBM.
Quick Starts are automated reference deployments that use AWS CloudFormation
templates to deploy key technologies on AWS.

Overview
This Quick Start reference deployment guide provides step-by-step instructions for
deploying IBM Spectrum Scale on the AWS Cloud.
IBM Spectrum Scale is a high-performance, highly available, clustered file system and
associated management software, available on a variety of platforms. IBM Spectrum Scale
can scale in several dimensions, including performance (bandwidth and IOPS), capacity,
and number of nodes* (instances) that can mount the file system. IBM Spectrum Scale
addresses the needs of applications whose performance (or performance-to-capacity ratio)
demands cannot be met by traditional scale-up storage systems; and IBM Spectrum Scale is
therefore deployed for many I/O-demanding enterprise applications that require high
performance or scale. IBM Spectrum Scale provides various configuration options, access
methods (including traditional POSIX-based file access), and many features such as
snapshots, compression, and encryption. Note that IBM Spectrum Scale is not itself an
application in the traditional sense, but instead provides the storage infrastructure for
applications, and it’s expected that such applications will be installed on the instances
provisioned by this Quick Start.
This Quick Start automates the deployment of IBM Spectrum Scale on AWS for users who
require highly available access to a shared name space across multiple instances with good
performance, without requiring an in-depth knowledge of IBM Spectrum Scale. Note that
the Quick Start supports only a subset of the overall functionality available with IBM
Spectrum Scale, as described in the Restrictions section.
* In IBM Spectrum Scale documentation, the term node is typically used to refer to
any running instance of an operating system. The nodes deployed in this AWS Quick
Start are all Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (Amazon EC2) instances, so this
deployment guide will generally use the term instance in place of node.
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Costs and Licenses
The Quick Start builds the IBM Spectrum Scale environment by using a pre-built Amazon
Machine Image (AMI) with IBM Spectrum Scale installed on the Red Hat Enterprise Linux
(RHEL) version 7.4 operating system.
You are responsible for the cost of the AWS services used while running this Quick Start
reference deployment. At this time, you must accept a trial license version of IBM Spectrum
Scale’s Data Management Edition (with the limitations described in the Restrictions
section) in order to be able to use the deployment solution enabled by the Quick Start. The
use of IBM Spectrum Scale on AWS (including all packages provided via the Quick Start
offering, and packages derived from these) is only intended to be used for a maximum of 90
days, and is not intended for production use. IBM may decide to de-authorize access to the
code, and the use of this code, at any time. After the trial period, you are responsible for
acquiring the necessary licenses directly from IBM to use IBM Spectrum Scale. The IBM
Spectrum Scale evaluations page will be updated with details on how to proceed with
acquiring an IBM Spectrum Scale license after the 90-day trial expires.
The AWS CloudFormation template for this Quick Start includes configuration parameters
that you can customize. Some of these settings, such as instance type, will affect the cost of
deployment. For cost estimates, see the pricing pages for each AWS service you will be
using. Prices are subject to change.
When estimating costs using the pricing pages for AWS services, note that reading and
writing data to an IBM Spectrum Scale file system typically causes data to be sent between
instances in different Availability Zones, which will result in per-GiB data transfer charges.
Although you can avoid such Availability Zone charges by deploying IBM Spectrum Scale
resources into a single Availability Zone, you should carefully consider the loss of high
availability associated with this approach. (See the Best Practices section for more
information.)

Architecture
The Quick Start deployment is automated by nested AWS CloudFormation templates. AWS
CloudFormation provides an easy way to create and manage a collection of related AWS
resources, provisioning and updating them in an orderly and predictable fashion. The main
template builds a stack of the network-related resources first and then launches a separate
template for the IBM Spectrum Scale cluster stack. Deleting the main template stack deletes
the entire IBM Spectrum Scale deployment.
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Deploying this Quick Start into a virtual private cloud (VPC) with the default parameters
builds the following IBM Spectrum Scale environment in the AWS Cloud:

Figure 1: Quick Start IBM Spectrum Scale architecture on AWS

The Quick Start sets up the following:


A VPC that spans two Availability Zones and includes two public and two private subnets, for
security and high availability.*
The number of private subnets is configurable. If you want to create a single private subnet, set
the Data replica parameter to 1 during deployment. (For details, see the Best Practices section.)



An internet gateway to allow access to the internet.*



In the public subnets, managed NAT gateways to allow outbound internet access for resources in
the private subnets.*
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If you set the Data replica parameter to 1 during deployment, only one NAT gateway is created.
(For details, see the Best Practices section.)
In a public subnet, a bastion host to provide Secure Shell (SSH) access to the IBM Spectrum Scale
cluster. The bastion host instance is managed by an Auto Scaling group of 1, ensuring there will
always be one host available.*



An AWS Identity and Access Management (IAM) instance role with fine-grained permissions for
access to AWS services necessary for the deployment process.



Appropriate security groups for each instance or function to restrict access to only necessary
protocols and ports. The Quick Start opens only ports for SSH and the IBM Spectrum Scale
Daemon.



EC2 instances for each logical role in the IBM Spectrum Scale deployment, in Auto Scaling
groups.
By default, instances are distributed evenly between the Availability Zones (one private
subnet per Availability Zone), yet remain a single, logical cluster. If you set the Data
replica parameter to 1 during deployment, all IBM Spectrum Scale instances are deployed
into a single Availability Zone. (For details, see the Best Practices section.)
Each IBM Network Shared Disk (NSD) storage server instance (hereafter referred to as an
NSD server) deployed will have:
–

A 100-GiB Amazon Elastic Block Store (Amazon EBS) volume for the root device.

–

By default, one 500-GiB EBS volume attached for use as NSD storage. You can
change the number and size of NSD storage EBS volumes attached per NSD
server during the deployment.

Each IBM Spectrum Scale compute instance will have:
–

A 100-GiB EBS volume for the root device.

–

An additional 5-GiB EBS volume attached to one of the compute instances in the
cluster. This disk is added to improve the resiliency of the Spectrum Scale cluster
and to avoid loss of file system access after a disk failure. (In IBM Spectrum Scale
terminology, the disk is called a descriptor quorum disk, and it is added to avoid
file system descriptor quorum loss.)

* You can choose to create a new VPC for the IBM Spectrum Scale deployment or
use your existing VPC on AWS. The template that deploys the Quick Start into an
existing VPC skips the components marked by asterisks.
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Best Practices for Using IBM Spectrum Scale on AWS
To ensure optimal high availability, by default, this architecture deploys the IBM Spectrum
Scale cluster nodes across two Availability Zones within an AWS Region. When deploying
the default AWS Quick Start configuration for an IBM Spectrum Scale Cluster with
replication, each element of data and metadata is replicated in a separate Availability Zone
to avoid the loss of data when hardware failures occur in a single Availability Zone.
The Data replica deployment parameter defines the number of copies of each data
element stored by IBM Spectrum Scale and the number of Availability Zones that IBM
Spectrum Scale compute and server resources will be deployed into. Two copies of each
metadata element will always be replicated by IBM Spectrum Scale, even when Data
replica is set to 1.
Note The Data replica parameter is set to 2 by default. If you set Data replica
to 1 during deployment, all IBM Spectrum Scale server and compute instances will
be deployed into a single Availability Zone, and IBM Spectrum Scale will create only
one copy of each data element. Overriding the default configuration of data replicas
in this manner can avoid data movement charges across Availability Zones, but this
approach compromises high availability and the level of data protection of the
solution. If you want to replicate all data across multiple Availability Zones for
optimal data protection, we recommend that you avoid lowering the number of data
replicas to a single replica.
The Amazon Virtual Private Cloud (Amazon VPC) service creates a logically isolated
networking environment that you can connect to your on-premises data centers, or use as a
standalone environment. We recommend that you review the Security section and carefully
consider the environment into which you’re deploying Spectrum Scale. As described in the
deployment steps, you can deploy the Quick Start into a new VPC (option 1 under Step 3.
Launch the Quick Start) in which all the IBM Spectrum Scale cluster instances are in
private subnets and the bastion host instance is the only host that has direct access to the
Internet. If you’re deploying the Quick Start in an existing VPC (option 2 under Step 3.
Launch the Quick Start), make sure that it is similarly set up with NAT gateways, has at
least two private subnets to deploy the IBM Spectrum Scale instances, and has bastion
hosts for secure inbound access.
Figure 2 provides a high-level view of the IBM Spectrum Scale architecture that includes
compute nodes and NSD servers, equally split between two Availability Zones (by default)
to form one IBM Spectrum Scale cluster.
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Figure 2: High-level IBM Spectrum Scale cluster architecture on AWS

The compute nodes and NSD nodes are all part of the IBM Spectrum Scale cluster and
mount the shared file system, as shown in Figure 2. The bastion host is not part of the IBM
Spectrum Scale cluster and does not mount the IBM Spectrum Scale shared file system.

Prerequisites
Specialized Knowledge
Before you deploy this Quick Start, we recommend that you become familiar with the
following AWS services. (If you are new to AWS, see Getting Started with AWS.)


Amazon EC2 – The Amazon EC2 service enables you to launch virtual machine
instances with a variety of operating systems. You can choose from existing Amazon
Machine Images (AMIs) or import your own virtual machine images.



Amazon VPC – The Amazon VPC service lets you provision a private, isolated section of
the AWS Cloud where you can launch AWS services and other resources in a virtual
network that you define. You have complete control over your virtual networking
environment, including selection of your own IP address range, subnet creation, and
configuration of route tables and network gateways.
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AWS CloudFormation – AWS CloudFormation gives you an easy way to create and
manage a collection of related AWS resources, and provision and update them in an
orderly and predictable way. You use a template to describe all the AWS resources (e.g.,
EC2 instances) that you want. You don’t have to create and configure the resources or
figure out dependencies; AWS CloudFormation handles all of that.



Auto Scaling – Auto Scaling helps maintain high availability and manage capacity by
automatically increasing or decreasing the EC2 instance fleet. You can use Auto Scaling
to run your fleet at optimal utilization by increasing instance capacity during demand
spikes and decreasing capacity during down times.



IAM – AWS Identity and Access Management (IAM) enables you to securely control
access to AWS services and resources for your users. With IAM, you can manage users,
security credentials such as access keys, and permissions that control which AWS
resources users can access, from a central location.



CloudWatch – Amazon CloudWatch is a monitoring service for AWS Cloud resources
and the applications you run on AWS. You can use CloudWatch to collect and track
metrics, collect and monitor log files, set alarms, and automatically react to changes in
your AWS resources.



Amazon S3 – Amazon Simple Storage Service (Amazon S3) is storage for the Internet.
You can use Amazon S3 to store and retrieve any amount of data at any time, from
anywhere on the web. You can accomplish these tasks using the simple and intuitive
web interface of the AWS Management Console.

Technical Requirements and Design Considerations
IBM Spectrum Scale Instance Types and Operating System
The Quick Start supports a large selection of EC2 instance types for the IBM Spectrum
Scale cluster instances. We recommend that you benchmark the environment to make sure
you achieve the level of performance you need before starting a production deployment.
The deployment launches an EC2 instance running RHEL 7.4.
Restrictions Associated with Trial Evaluation Quick Start
The Quick Start deploys a trial version of the IBM Spectrum Scale software. (For details on
the license terms, see the Costs and Licenses section.) This version doesn’t support the
following features of IBM Spectrum Scale:


Protocol support, including the use of Cluster Export Services (CES) nodes and protocol
access such as Network File System (NFS), Object, and Server Message Block (SMB)
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Active File Management (AFM)



Transparent Cloud Tiering (TCT)



Compression



Encryption



Data Management API (DMAPI) support, including Hierarchical Storage Management
(HSM) to tape



Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) connector support



Multi-cluster support (exporting an IBM Spectrum Scale file system from one Spectrum
Scale cluster to another IBM Spectrum Scale cluster)



GUI



User name space management and quota management



Snapshots and clones



Replication is restricted to only 1X (IBM Spectrum Scale makes a single copy of all data
and metadata) and 2X (IBM Spectrum Scale makes two copies of all data and metadata)

Additional limitations:


Using EBS volume encryption for IBM Spectrum Scale file systems is not supported.



The archiving and restoring of IBM Spectrum Scale data through the use of AWS
services is not supported.

Deployment Options
This Quick Start provides two deployment options:


Deploy IBM Spectrum Scale into a new VPC (end-to-end deployment). This
option builds a new AWS environment consisting of the VPC, subnets, security
groups, bastion hosts, and other infrastructure components, and then deploys IBM
Spectrum Scale into this new VPC.



Deploy IBM Spectrum Scale into an existing VPC. This option provisions IBM
Spectrum Scale in your existing AWS infrastructure.

The Quick Start also lets you configure additional settings such as CIDR blocks, instance
types, and IBM Spectrum Scale settings, as discussed later in this guide.
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Deployment Steps
Step 1. Prepare Your AWS Account
1. If you don’t already have an AWS account, create one at https://aws.amazon.com by
following the on-screen instructions.
2. Use the region selector in the navigation bar to choose the AWS Region where you want
to deploy IBM Spectrum Scale on AWS.
3. Create a key pair in your preferred region.
4. If necessary, request a service limit increase for the EC2 instance types that you intend
to deploy. To do this, in the AWS Support Center, choose Create Case, Service Limit
Increase, EC2 instances, and then complete the fields in the limit increase form.

Step 2. Review the IBM Spectrum Scale Trial License Agreement
This Quick Start deploys a 90-day trial version of IBM Spectrum Scale’s Data Management
Edition with the limitations described in the Restrictions section. (For details, see the Costs
and Licenses section.)
Review the terms of the license agreement at http://spectrumscale-license.s3-website-uswest-2.amazonaws.com before launching the Quick Start. You’ll be asked to accept the
license terms during deployment.

Step 3. Launch the Quick Start
Note You are responsible for the cost of the AWS services used while running this
Quick Start reference deployment. There is no additional cost for using this Quick
Start. For full details, see the pricing pages for each AWS service you will be using in
this Quick Start. Prices are subject to change.
1. Choose one of the following options to launch the AWS CloudFormation template into
your AWS account. For help choosing an option, see deployment options earlier in this
guide.
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Option 1

Option 2

Deploy IBM Spectrum Scale
into a new VPC on AWS

Deploy IBM Spectrum Scale
into an existing VPC on AWS

Launch

Launch

Important If you are deploying IBM Spectrum Scale into an existing VPC with
the default deployment options, make sure that your VPC has two private subnets in
different Availability Zones. You’ll also need the domain name option configured in
the DHCP options as explained in the Amazon VPC documentation. You will be
prompted for your VPC settings when you launch the Quick Start.
Your existing VPC should have at least one bastion host and associated security
group so you can SSH into the IBM Spectrum Scale cluster instance. (To set up
bastion hosts, see the Linux bastion host Quick Start.)
Each deployment takes approximately 20-45 minutes to complete, depending on the
number and types of instances deployed.
2. Check the region that is displayed in the upper-right corner of the navigation bar. This is
where the network infrastructure for IBM Spectrum Scale will be built. The template is
launched in the US East (Ohio) Region by default. You can change the region.
3. On the Select Template page, keep the default setting for the template URL, and then
choose Next.
4. On the Specify Details page, change the stack name if needed. Review the parameters
for the template. Provide values for the parameters that require input. For all other
parameters, review the default settings and customize them as necessary. When you
finish reviewing and customizing the parameters, choose Next.
In the following tables, parameters are listed by category and described separately for
the two deployment options:
–

Parameters for deploying IBM Spectrum Scale into a new VPC

–

Parameters for deploying IBM Spectrum Scale into an existing VPC
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Option 1: Parameters for deploying IBM Spectrum Scale into a new Amazon
VPC
View template
File System Configurations:
Parameter label (name)

Default

Description

Block Size
(BlockSize)

1M

The file system block size. You can choose a value from 256 KiB to
16 MiB.

Data replica
(DataReplica)

2

The number of replica copies of data and the number of
Availability Zones into which IBM Spectrum Scale server and
compute instances are deployed. You can choose one or two data
replicas. (See the Best Practices section for more information
about using this parameter.)

GPFS Mount Point
(GpfsMountPoint)

/gpfs/fs1

The mount point for the Spectrum Scale volume.

Parameter label (name)

Default

Description

EBS Type
(EBSType)

gp2

The EBS volume type for IBM Spectrum Scale storage attached to
each NSD server node. Options are: General Purpose SSD (gp2),
Provisioned IOPS SSD (io1), Cold HDD (sc1), Throughput
Optimized HDD (st1), and EBS Magnetic (standard). For more
information about EBS volume type choices, see the Amazon EBS
documentation.

Disk Per Node
(DiskPerNode)

1

The number of NSD volumes to attach to each NSD server node.
You can choose 1-15 disks.

Disk Size
(DiskSize)

500

The disk size of NSD volume(s) attached to each NSD server
node, in GiBs. Supported disk sizes are 10-16,384 GiB.

NSD Configurations:

Server Node Configurations:
Parameter label (name)

Default

Description

Server Node Count
(ServerNodeCount)

2

The number of EC2 instances to launch for the NSD server on the
GPFS cluster. You can select 2-64 instances.

Server Instance Type
(ServerInstanceType)

t2.medium

The instance type to use for the NSD server node instances.

Compute Node Configurations:
Parameter label (name)

Default

Description

Compute Node Count
(ComputeNodeCount)

2

The number of IBM Spectrum Scale compute node instances. You
can select 1-64 instances.
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Parameter label (name)

Default

Description

Compute Instance Type
(ComputeInstanceType)

t2.medium

The instance type to use for the compute node instances.

Parameter label (name)

Default

Description

Availability Zone
(AvailabilityZones)

Requires input

The list of Availability Zones to use for the subnets in the VPC.
Only two Availability Zones are used for this deployment, and the
logical order of your selections is preserved.

VPC CIDR
(VPCCIDR)

10.0.0.0/16

The CIDR block for the VPC

Private Subnet 1 CIDR
(PrivateSubnet1CIDR)

10.0.1.0/24

The CIDR block for the private subnet located in Availability Zone
1.

Private Subnet 2 CIDR
(PrivateSubnet2CIDR)

10.0.3.0/24

The CIDR block for the private subnet located in Availability Zone
2.

Public Subnet 1 CIDR
(PublicSubnet1CIDR)

10.0.0.0/24

The CIDR block for the public subnet located in Availability Zone
1.

Public Subnet 2 CIDR
(PublicSubnet2CIDR)

10.0.2.0/24

The CIDR block for the public subnet located in Availability Zone
2.

Allowed External Access
CIDR
(RemoteAccessCIDR)

Requires input

The CIDR block that’s allowed external SSH access to the bastion
hosts, e.g., x.x.x.x/16-28. We recommend that you set this value
to a trusted CIDR block. For example, you might want to restrict
access to your corporate network.

Network Configuration:

Amazon EC2 Configuration:
Parameter label (name)

Default

Description

Key Name
(KeyPairName)

Requires input

A public/private key pair, which allows you to connect securely to
your instance after it launches. When you created an AWS
account, this is the key pair you created in your preferred region.

Bastion AMI OS
(BastionAMIOS)

Amazon-LinuxHVM

The Linux distribution for the AMI to be used for the bastion host
instances. If you choose CentOS, make sure that you have a
subscription to the CentOS AMI in AWS Marketplace.

Bastion Instance Type
(BastionInstanceType)

t2.micro

The EC2 instance type for the bastion host instances.

AWS Quick Start Configuration:
Parameter label (name)

Default

Description

Quick Start S3 Bucket
Name
(QSS3BucketName)

aws-quickstart

The S3 bucket where the Quick Start templates and scripts are
installed. Use this parameter to specify the S3 bucket name
you’ve created for your copy of Quick Start assets, if you decide to
customize or extend the Quick Start for your own use. The bucket
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Description
name can include numbers, lowercase letters, uppercase letters,
and hyphens (-), but should not start or end with a hyphen.

Quick Start S3 Key
Prefix
(QSS3KeyPrefix)

quickstartibm-spectrumscale/

The S3 key prefix used to simulate a folder for your copy of Quick
Start assets, if you decide to customize or extend the Quick Start
for your own use. This prefix can include numbers, lowercase
letters, uppercase letters, hyphens (-), and forward slashes (/).

Parameter label (name)

Default

Description

Spectrum S3 Bucket
(SpectrumS3Bucket)

Requires input

An optional parameter that defines the S3 bucket name used for
shared object storage among Spectrum Scale nodes. An IAM role
is set up to allow read/write operations on the specified bucket.
You can provide the name of a pre-existing bucket you own or
specify the name of a new bucket to create.

Operator Email
(OperatorEmail)

Requires input

The email address that notifications of any scaling operations will
be sent to.

Parameter label (name)

Default

Description

License Agreement
Terms
(LicenseAgreementTerms)

Requires input

Review the licensing terms at http://spectrumscale-license.s3website-us-west-2.amazonaws.com, and, if you agree to the
terms, choose Accept.

Personal Configuration:

License Information:

Option 2: Parameters for deploying IBM Spectrum Scale into an existing
Amazon VPC
View template
File System Configurations:
Parameter label (name)

Default

Description

Block Size
(BlockSize)

1M

The file system block size. You can choose a value from 256 KiB to
16 MiB.

Data replica
(DataReplica)

2

The number of replica copies of data and the number of
Availability Zones into which IBM Spectrum Scale server and
compute instances are deployed. You can choose one or two data
replicas. (See the Best Practices section for more information
about using this parameter.)

GPFS Mount Point
(GpfsMountPoint)

/gpfs/fs1

The mount point for the Spectrum Scale volume.
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NSD Configurations:
Parameter label (name)

Default

Description

EBS Type
(EBSType)

gp2

The EBS volume type for IBM Spectrum Scale storage attached to
each NSD server node. Options are: General Purpose SSD (gp2),
Provisioned IOPS SSD (io1), Cold HDD (sc1), Throughput
Optimized HDD (st1), and EBS Magnetic (standard). For more
information about volume type choices, see the Amazon EBS
documentation.

Disk Per Node
(DiskPerNode)

1

The number of NSD volumes to attach to each NSD server node.
You can choose 1-15 disks.

Disk Size
(DiskSize)

500

The disk size of NSD volume(s) attached to each NSD server
node, in GiBs. Supported disk sizes are 10-16,384 GiB.

Server Node Configurations:
Parameter label (name)

Default

Description

Server Node Count
(ServerNodeCount)

2

The number of EC2 instances to launch for the NSD server on the
GPFS cluster. You can select 2-64 instances.

Server Instance Type
(ServerInstanceType)

t2.medium

The instance type to use for the NSD server node instances.

Compute Node Configurations:
Parameter label (name)

Default

Description

Compute Node Count
(ComputeNodeCount)

2

The number of IBM Spectrum Scale compute node instances. You
can select 1-64 instances.

Compute Instance Type
(ComputeInstanceType)

t2.medium

The instance type to use for the compute node instances.

Parameter label (name)

Default

Description

VPC ID
(VpcId)

Requires input

The ID of your existing VPC (e.g., vpc-0343606e).

Private Subnet 1 ID
(PrivateSubnet1ID)

Requires input

The ID of the private subnet in Availability Zone 1 in your existing
VPC (e.g., subnet-a0246dcd).

Private Subnet 2 ID
(PrivateSubnet2ID)

Requires input

The ID of the private subnet in Availability Zone 2 in your
existing VPC, or, if you wish to use only one private subnet (and
you have set the Data replica parameter to 1), reenter the ID of
private subnet 1 from the first Availability Zone (e.g. subneta0246dcd).

Network Configuration:
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Amazon EC2 Configuration:
Parameter label (name)

Default

Description

Key Name
(KeyPairName)

Requires input

A public/private key pair, which allows you to connect securely to
your instance after it launches. When you created an AWS
account, this is the key pair you created in your preferred region.

Bastion Security
Group ID
(BastionSecurityGroupID)

Requires input

The ID of the bastion host security group ID to enable SSH
connections (e.g., sg-5f16e910)

Parameter label (name)

Default

Description

Spectrum S3 Bucket
(SpectrumS3Bucket)

Requires input

An optional parameter that defines the S3 bucket name used for
shared object storage among Spectrum Scale nodes. An IAM role
is set up to allow read/write operations on the specified bucket.
You can provide the name of a pre-existing bucket you own or
specify the name of a new bucket to create.

Operator Email
(OperatorEmail)

Requires input

The email address that notifications of any scaling operations will
be sent to.

Parameter label (name)

Default

Description

License Agreement
Terms
(LicenseAgreementTerms)

Requires input

Review the licensing terms at http://spectrumscale-license.s3website-us-west-2.amazonaws.com, and, if you agree to the
terms, choose Accept.

Personal Configuration:

License Information:

5. On the Options page, you can specify tags (key-value pairs) for resources in your stack
and set advanced options. When you’re done, choose Next.
6. On the Review page, review and confirm the template settings. Under Capabilities,
select the check box to acknowledge that the template will create IAM resources.
7. Choose Create to deploy the stack.
8. Monitor the status of the stack. When the status is CREATE_COMPLETE, the IBM
Spectrum Scale environment is ready.
9. Use the URLs displayed in the Outputs tab for the stack to view the resources that were
created.
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Note This Quick Start deployment is automated by nested AWS CloudFormation
templates. The main template builds the network-related resources first, using the
VPC template, and then launches separate stacks for the bastion host and IBM
Spectrum Scale cluster. Deleting the stack created by the main template deletes the
entire Spectrum Scale deployment stack. However, you’ll still need to delete
CloudWatch alerts; see Manual Cleanup Steps for details.

Step 4. Connect to the IBM Spectrum Scale Cluster
When the AWS CloudFormation template has successfully created the stack, all instances
(compute and NSD servers) launched by the Quick Start will be up and running with the
IBM Spectrum Scale file system mounted.
To connect to the IBM Spectrum Scale cluster:
1. Open the Amazon EC2 console at https://console.aws.amazon.com/ec2/.
2. In the navigation pane, choose Instances. In the list of instances, check for the public
DNS (IPv4) value for the instance named LinuxBastion.
3. Use your AWS private key (the key you specify in the Key Name parameter of the AWS
CloudFormation template during deployment) to connect to the bastion host using SSH.
4. From the bastion host, use SSH agent forwarding to log in to any of the compute
instances or NSD server instances that were launched by the AWS CloudFormation
templates.
For more information about using an SSH agent to forward your private key on
connection, see the details provided in the GitHub documentation (modify as
appropriate for AWS access).
Important

Do not copy your private key to the bastion host instance.

This access flow is illustrated in Figure 3.
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Figure 3: High-level IBM Spectrum Scale cluster architecture to connect from host

Step 5. Test the Deployment Using IBM Spectrum Scale Commands
After you log in to a compute or NSD server instance, you can administer IBM Spectrum
Scale, as described in Administering IBM Spectrum Scale in the IBM Knowledge Center.
Figures 4-8 show examples of using IBM Spectrum Scale administration commands to
verify a cluster configuration.
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The mmlscluster command displays the details of the IBM Spectrum Scale cluster:

Figure 4: Verifying details of the IBM Spectrum Scale cluster

The mmlsnsd command displays the NSD server information:

Figure 5: Verifying NSD information in the cluster

The mmlsdisk command displays disk details:

Figure 6: Verifying disk details of the cluster
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The mmdf command displays the fs1 file system information:

Figure 7: Verifying fs1 file system information for the cluster

The mmgetstate command shows the state of the instances in the cluster:

Figure 8: Verifying the state of instances in the cluster

Manual Cleanup Steps
If you delete the stack created by the main template, the Spectrum Scale cluster will be
deleted automatically. You might also need to delete CloudWatch alarms.
When the stack is deleted, the Config Status field for CloudWatch alarms will report
Invalid notification. The state of alarms will continue to report OK, and then change to
INSUFFICIENT_DATA after 5 minutes. To delete the alarms:
1. Open the CloudWatch console at https://console.aws.amazon.com/cloudwatch/.
2. In the navigation pane, choose Alarms.
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3. Select all alerts that display Invalid notification in the Config Status column, and
then choose Actions, Delete.

Figure 9: Example of CloudWatch invalid notification alarms left after a stack deletion

Troubleshooting
Q. I encountered a CREATE_FAILED error with timeout message when I launched the
Quick Start.
A. If AWS CloudFormation fails to create the stack, we recommend that you relaunch the
template with Rollback on failure set to No. (This setting is under Advanced in the
AWS CloudFormation console, Options page.) With this setting, the stack’s state will be
retained and the instance will be left running, so you can troubleshoot the issue. Look at the
log files in /var/log/cfn-*.log (mainly /var/log/cfn-init-cmd.log) and for the details log
file in /var/log/gpfs/gpfs-*.log.
Important When you set Rollback on failure to No, you’ll continue to
incur AWS charges for this stack. Please make sure to delete the stack
when you’ve finished troubleshooting.
For additional information, see Troubleshooting AWS CloudFormation on the AWS
website, or contact us on the AWS Quick Start Discussion Forum.
Q. I encountered a size limitation error when I deployed the AWS CloudFormation
templates.
A. We recommend that you launch the Quick Start templates from the location we’ve
provided or from another S3 bucket. If you deploy the templates from a local copy on your
computer or from a non-S3 location, you might encounter template size limitations when
you create the stack. For more information about AWS CloudFormation limits, see the AWS
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documentation.
Q. I encountered a Service.RequestLimitExceeded error in cfn-init-cmd.log and the
stack creation failed.
A. You might encounter this error if you try to deploy a large cluster that exceeds your
account’s limits. To address this problem, request a service limit increase for the EC2
instance types that you intend to deploy. To do this, in the AWS Support Center, choose
Create Case, Service Limit Increase, EC2 instances, and then complete the fields in
the limit increase form.
Q. I encountered a stack creation failure, and, in the AWS CloudFormation Events tab, the
reason for failure is described as "The maximum number of addresses has been reached.”
A. You might encounter this error if you try to deploy two clusters in an
AWS Region by using the default root or IAM user account settings, but you have
insufficient Elastic IP addresses available for the Quick Start deployment. (The IBM
Spectrum Scale Quick Start deployment requires three Elastic IP addresses.) You can
deploy the Quick Start in a different AWS Region where you are not using Elastic IP
addresses, or you can use one of these approaches:


For the region in which you are hitting a failure allocating Elastic IPs, request a service limit
to increase your Elastic IP limit.



If you have Elastic IP addresses allocated that you don’t need, delete some of these addresses,
so you’ll have at least three Elastic IP addresses available in the region where you intend to
launch the Quick Start.

Q. I want to create an IAM user account that can satisfy all the requirements needed to
deploy the IBM Spectrum Scale Quick Start on AWS.
A. Please ensure that any sub-account you use to launch the Quick Start has the required
policies enabled. For instructions for creating an IAM user account with the policies
needed to deploy the IBM Spectrum Scale Quick Start, see this article on the IBM
developerWorks website.
Q. I encountered a problem running IBM Spectrum Scale.
A. IBM provides support for IBM Spectrum Scale issues through the IBM Spectrum Scale
forum. You can also get support by emailing the IBM Spectrum Scale mailing list at
scale@us.ibm.com.
Q. How can I find out which version of the Quick Start template and IBM Spectrum Scale
code I deployed?
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A. After the deployment is complete, choose the Outputs tab for the stack in the AWS
CloudFormation console. This tab will display the version of the Quick Start
CloudFormation template, the version of IBM Spectrum Scale that was deployed, and the
name of the optional S3 bucket used by the Quick Start (set by the SpectrumS3bucket
parameter). Figure 10 shows an example of this information.

Figure 10: IBM Spectrum Scale stack outputs

Security
The AWS Cloud provides a scalable, highly reliable platform that helps customers deploy
applications and data quickly and securely.
When you build systems on the AWS infrastructure, security responsibilities are shared
between you and AWS. This shared model can reduce your operational burden as AWS
operates, manages, and controls the components from the host operating system and
virtualization layer down to the physical security of the facilities in which the services
operate. In turn, you assume responsibility and management of the guest operating system
(including updates and security patches), other associated applications, as well as the
configuration of the AWS-provided security group firewall. For more information about
security on AWS, visit the AWS Security Center.
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AWS Identity and Access Management (IAM)
This solution leverages an IAM role with least privileged access. It is not necessary or
recommended to store SSH keys, secret keys, or access keys on the provisioned instances.

OS Security
The root user on instances in cluster can be accessed only by using the SSH key specified
during the deployment process. AWS doesn't store these SSH keys, so if you lose your SSH
key you can lose access to these instances.
Operating system patches are your responsibility and should be performed on a periodic
basis.

Security Groups
A security group acts as a firewall that controls the traffic for one or more instances. When
you launch an instance, you associate one or more security groups with the instance. You
add rules to each security group that allow traffic to or from its associated instances. You
can modify the rules for a security group at any time. The new rules are automatically
applied to all instances that are associated with the security group.
The security groups created and assigned to the individual instances as part of this solution
are restricted as much as possible while allowing access to the various functions needed by
IBM Spectrum Scale. We recommend reviewing security groups to further restrict access as
needed once the cluster is up and running. The Quick Start creates the following security
groups for IBM Spectrum Scale:


BastionSecurityGroup – Enables SSH access to the Linux bastion hosts. This security
group is created by the nested Linux bastion stack when you deploy the Quick Start in a
new VPC.



ServerSecurityGroup – This group is for IBM Spectrum Scale NSD server instances. It
allows SSH access for BastionSecurityGroup and enables communication between
compute instances and NSD server instances.



ComputeSecurityGroup – This group is for IBM Spectrum Scale compute instances. It
allows SSH access for BastionSecurityGroup and enables communication between
compute instances and NSD server instances.
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Additional Resources
AWS services
 Amazon EC2 http://docs.aws.amazon.com/AWSEC2/latest/UserGuide/concepts.html


AWS CloudFormation https://aws.amazon.com/documentation/cloudformation/



Amazon VPC https://aws.amazon.com/documentation/vpc/

IBM Spectrum Scale
 IBM Spectrum Scale evaluations https://developer.ibm.com/storage/products/ibmspectrum-scale/#evaluate


IBM Spectrum Scale introduction:
https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/en/STXKQY_4.2.0/com.ibm.spectru
m.scale.v4r2.ins.doc/bl1in_IntroducingIBMSpectrumScale.htm



IBM Spectrum Scale architecture:
https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/en/STXKQY_4.2.0/com.ibm.spectru
m.scale.v4r2.ins.doc/bl1ins_architr.htm



IBM Spectrum Scale on AWS evaluation survey
https://www.surveygizmo.com/s3/3795938/IBM-Spectrum-Scale-on-AWS



IBM Spectrum Scale forum:
https://www.ibm.com/developerworks/community/forums/html/forum?id=11111111- 00000000-0000-000000000479 (or you can email scale@us.ibm.com for support)

Quick Start reference deployments
 AWS Quick Start home page https://aws.amazon.com/quickstart/
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Send Us Feedback
You can visit our GitHub repository to download the templates and scripts for this Quick
Start, to post your comments, and to share your customizations with others.
To provide IBM with feedback, you may complete this survey.
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